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Sonata worked closely with Kloudrac to identify the limitations of their
legacy Virtual Private Network systems and mapped them to
functionalities in Google Workspace. Sonata team was able to
successfully improve productivity and collaboration.

The challenge
Remote employees often experienced connectivity and performance
issues using the corporate Virtual Private Network, limiting their
productivity. Real time collaboration was impossible on the legacy
office tools slowing business processes, delaying the company’s ability
to deliver new services and respond to customer needs. Kloudrac was
required to maintain regulatory and privacy obligations too.

The solution
Sonata enabled Kloudrac to utilize tools like Gmail, Drive, Sheets,
Docs, and Calendar which helped employees in breaking out of their
traditional, legacy work model into an efficient collaborative model.
User identities were created for the employees to enable them to
securely access the organization's resources. Administrators now had
control and the platform provided valuable security insights.

The results
2 step verification and password compliance helped improve security.
Through training and adoption programs Sonata was able to
successfully increase collaboration through Drive. The senior
management had capabilities to security Reports, Drive Audits, Activity
Reports, App Usage Statistics, Data Leak Reports, etc.

Sonata was instrumental in helping us adopt the
collaborative features of Google Workspace. The team

 was professional and courteous.
Atul Singhal, Co-founder, Klourac Software Pvt. Ltd.
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